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In 1977 Bergu was started by Lars Bertram and Göran Gustavsson through a product 

parcelling from Kockums Construction. The intention was to streamline operations for dry 

bulk material handling with own development and manufacturing and as a leading player 

mechanize and automate heavy process industries, which was done successfully. 

Over the course of ten years, the company developed and had at its most more than 70 

employees. The company operated in several industries with large export operation and 

broad product portfolio, but always with bulk material handling as core business with 

advanced Sack Emptying and Pneumatic Conveying Systems as main components in the 

deliveries. 

At the end of the happy 80s, Bergu was sold to the listed company Citadellet and was 

operated by the well-known Silver Weibull. 

Lars Grankvist, who has worked with Bergu since the start, acquired the company a few years 

after and has since then up until July 1st, 2020 been the head of Bergu. 

It is with great humility, pride and faith in the future that I announce that Bergu will be 

restarted with a new focus on streamlining the business to serve both new and existing 

customers. 

As the owner as of July 1st, 2020, I have throughout my working life educated myself and 

worked with a focus on products, machines and systems for dry bulk material handling within 

the process industry. From 2005 until 2018 I was CEO of a very prominent company in bulk 

goods handling. 

My goal with Bergu is to create a stable, genuine and modern business with products and 

services for all types of process industries and the market leader as a machine builder of 

products for bulk material handling, as well as being a long-term, safe and pleasant 

workplace. 

 
 
 

 
With Best Regards 

Benny Bertram 
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Relaunch of Bergu 

 

I look forward to further contact for your needs and challenges in bulk 

goods handling. 


